Below are the recipients for the summer of 2023. For more information about this award, visit the NSERC website: http://www.nserc.ca

Awarded by the University Board of Governors for the highest standing in the final year of the Honours Module with a minimum average of eighty percent.

UNDERGRADUATE STUDENT RESEARCH AWARD WINNERS

Jennifer Beeler
Supervisor: Dr. Jamie Michel

Cooper Bradbrook
Supervisor: Dr. Anthony Pratibha Snell

Micah Evans
Supervisor: Dr. Anne Mann

Joshua Goodnew
Supervisor: Dr. Michael Pyne

Joshua Hutten
Supervisor: Dr. Elizabeth Mackintosh-Robertson

Khadijah Mosuro
Supervisor: Dr. Anne Mann

Madeleine Tran
Supervisor: Dr. Mark Bernards

Gregory Wei
Supervisor: Dr. Thomas Defalco

Erica Yip
Supervisor: Dr. Thomas Defalco

GOLD MEDAL WINNERS

Madeleine Wang
Western Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Animal Behaviour

Ashley Wilkins
Western Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Biodiversity and Conservation

Josephine Marks
Western Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Genetics

Amy Heathcote
Western Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Synthetic Biology

Ryan Weiner
The Donald B. McMillan Honours Thesis Award in Biology

Micah Evans
Western Gold Medal Honours Major in Genetics

Western Gold Medal Honours Major in Psychology

Ashleigh Vos
The Helen I. Battle Medal and Scholarship in Zoology

Photos are unavailable for the following recipients.

Willow Weiler
The Helen I. Battle Memorial Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Biology

Alyssa Vander Zee
Western Gold Medal Honours Specialization in Genetics and Biodiversity

Aaron Herlick
Western Gold Medal Honours Major in Biology

Lijia Eric Wang
Western Gold Medal Honours Major in Medical Science